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Стаття доводить, що стартап - це перший необхідний крок у життєвому циклі інноваційних проектів і для створення
успішного стартапу необхідний набір інструментів та система. У практичній частині визначеноно, що запуск стартапу
включає декілька етапів, таких як розробка концепції запуску, визначення етапів життєвого циклу, систематизація
ключових компонентів успішно реалізованих стартапів та аналіз внутрішнього ринку стартапів. Життєві цикли відомих
стартапів, створені українцями, свідчать про необхідність пошуку відповідної ніші на ринку з високим попитом, щоб
перетворити стартап на прибутковий бізнес. Це можливо за умови наявності ефективної екосистеми для розвитку
стартапів.
Ключові слова: стартап, життєвий цикл стартапу, інноваційна екосистема
Podolchak N.Yu., Karkovska V.Ya., Levytska Y.V. Management of innovative projects on the basis of a system-oriented approach.
Scientific and methodological article.
This review article argues that a startup is the first necessary step in the innovation lifecycle and a set of tools is necessary to
create a successful startup. In a practical section installed that the implementation startup involves several steps such as
generalization of a startup concept, definition of the stages of the startup life cycle, systematization of key components of
successfully implemented startups and analysis of the state of the domestic market of startups. The life cycles of well-known
startups developed by Ukrainian experts show that it is necessary to find a suitable niche in the market with high demand for the
product in order to turn startup into a profitable business. This is possible, provided an effective ecosystem for startups
development.
Keywords: startup, startup lifecycle, innovation ecosystem

owadays, the topic of startups is very popular in the Ukrainian business area. Experts and entrepreneurs
tell each other about their needs and an important role in the development of our country. But
unfortunately, it is difficult to recognize their prospects in the flow of startup ideas and innovative
projects.
A startup is the first necessary step in the innovation lifecycle. An active working support system for startups is a
basis for activating innovation, increasing the volume of innovative products and exporting high-tech goods
(Pankov, 2013). Every year, a lot of young companies emerge around the world with high growth potential based
on an innovative product and a strategy for gaining profit from innovation (Dannenberg, et al. (2018). They are
called startup companies or simply startups.
A set of tools is necessary to create a successful startup. Its basic elements are the original idea, and it is
better to have not only one idea; a team consisting of ambitious, motivated people capable of generating unique
ideas; an external source of investment, as it is usually absent in startupers; as well as professionalism,
knowledge, experience and determination to implement the boldest ideas.
Startup project development is widespread abroad. A feature of these successful projects is that they generate
significant profits and raise the economy level in their countries. In Ukraine, the development of startups is also
increasing. However, it is well known that 97% of startups go bankrupt. Therefore, it is important to research the
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issue of successful launch and implementation of a startup. In addition, it is also evident that such projects
require a variety of support ecosystems that could offer a number of functionalities to evaluate the effectiveness
of startups.
The founders of a startup are trying to guess what will be in trend in the coming decades, and often develop
services and high-tech products. Today, the area of increased focus is startups related to the field of information
technologies. Thus, significant amount of money are invested in the development of this industry, and the flow
of ideas is not limited at all.
The aim of the article is to form a methodological model of the main characteristics of startup’s success. The
implementation involves several steps such as generalization of a startup concept, definition of the stages of the
startup life cycle, systematization of key components of successfully implemented startups and analysis of the
state of the domestic market of startups.
Analysis of recent researches and publications
There is no specific definition of this concept in domestic scientific sources. The word “startup” comes from
the English concept of start up and it means just created company or a company that is still in the process of
creation. However, there are many definitions from practitioners who have directly turned startups into a
profitable business.
Table 1: Generalization of the startup concept
Startup is
a process
to implement brand new
business ideas in the short
term
with
minimal
financial resources

to enter the market of a
newly created company in
a short time and, as a rule,
with minimal investment
having an innovative
project (Mrykhina, at al.
2015).

a structure
a recently established company (perhaps, it is not officially registered yet but it
plans to become an official company) that builds its business on the basis of
innovations or innovative technologies, has not entered the market or started to
enter it and has limited resources (Alexandrovna, 2018);

an organization established in the short term for the implementation of a nonstandard project that is different in novelty;
a temporary structure that looks for a profitable, resilient and scalable business
model (Blank 2018);
a short-term project that implements a business idea in accordance with the
contemporary needs of society. It is a project that aims to grow and profit.

Source: compiled by autor on materials [1, 3, 8].
The scientists outline the novelty of the idea, the short time to enter a market and limited resources in each of
these definitions of the startup concept (Blank, et al. 2018). Therefore, it is advisable to highlight the main
characteristics of a startup, in particular they are a new structure, an initiative team (optimum number of 5
people), a creative idea, a periodicity of existence, a lack of resources, a risk, etc (Kasich, et al. 2019).
The main part
Every startup that appears on the market, like any product or firm, is destined to go through several stages of
the lifecycle from initial to final one (from the moment of launching the startup to the moment of the investor's
entrance) (Blank, et al. 2018). The length of the market period largely depends on the effective marketing
support of a startup, the essence of which must be relevant to the characteristics of each stage. The
characteristics at different stages of the startup lifecycle is the following ones:
― Creation. At this stage, an idea is being looked for and technical ways of its realization are being developed.
The initiative group conducts market analysis, develops a business plan as well as technical tasks. The next
step is to make a product prototype, test its versions, study demand, and search for funding sources. If the
investor cannot be found, the project “declines”. Unfortunately, it happens to most startups.
― Launch. This stage can only be realized if there is an investor, which will allow the product to be launched on
the market. The importance of this stage is an absolute competitiveness of a product. Therefore, the startup
creators are required to implement such features as persistence, endurance, intuition, creative thinking,
entrepreneurial talent as well as instant ability to improve the product, both in technical and business
characteristics. Meanwhile, the project is in the highest risk zone at this stage.
― Growth. This stage is characterized by the success of launching a project (product) in the market, namely
market demand, market share and profit.
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― Expansion. One of the results at this stage of the life cycle is an effective implementation of the business
plan. Increasing market share by attracting new customers, entering new territorial markets or new uses of
goods causes income to be gradually growing.
― Exit. When a company reaches its peak, investors who have financed the project abandon their stake in the
business and sell it to big players. This step brings them good profits. However, individual investors keep
their share and use it as a source of constant income. Another alternative of this stage is bankruptcy of the
company and business breakup. This stage of the life cycle usually describes the financing of a startup.
However, this stage should be described as initial (final) for the startup as a product. The peculiarity is that
this stage will describe the process of transitioning a startup product into the mass production category. Also,
the exit stage has a feature that it may precede the creation of a new startup (a product). This will confirm the
startup lifecycle.
Distinguishing the life cycle stages gives an opportunity to evaluate the success of the startup implementation
and setting time criteria shows the effectiveness of passing each of these stages during the startup development.
In the course of this research, the examples of the life cycle of successfully implemented startups were
analyzed to confirm the isolated timeframes of individual stages in the startup lifecycle.
Stage

Creation

Launchin
g

Growth

Expansion

Exit (transformation to
the initial stage)

From 1
to 3
years

Up to 5
years

From 1
to 4
years

From 2
to 8
years

Up to 3
years

Time
e

Figure1: Successful startup lifecycle stages
Source: authors' own development
The practice of launching startups in the world shows that it is possible to distinguish the features of a
successful project. In particular, it is motivation, a simple idea, a team, global thinking, customer search and
turning an idea into a main business.
The most popular industry for startups is information technology (IT). Confirmation of this is the data from
the global ranking of IT startups, which determines the place of startups in the world by the number of requests
on the Internet. An analysis of the global rankings of registered IT startups in Startup Ranking service shows that
the most successful startups are created in the USA.
Fig. 3 shows the number of Top-100 startups around the world due to the importance of online startups and
their social impact. The maximum rating is 100,000 points. Almost every second startup in the Top-100 rating is
owned by the United States. All Top-100 startups received a score over 88,000. If we analyze the number of
registered startups according to countries (Fig. 3), the USA is also in the leading position. The 2019 rating
includes about 100,000 startups from 137 countries.
If you compare the Top 100 startups by geography with the number of registered ones by country, then only
one startup has the greatest social impact per 1000 registered IT startups in the USA. In Japan, every 80 startup
reaches the Top 100 per 550 registered IT startups. Canada, Australia and Russia are on the third position in the
Top 100, and they have 2400, 1540 and 580 registered startups, where accordingly each 600, 400 and 145
project has the largest social impact. The last group of countries in the Top 100 has an average of 100 registered
projects, and it includes countries with one socially influential startup.
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Figure 2: Share of Top 100 startups according to countries
Source: compiled by autor on materials [11].
More than 250 national developments have reached the Startup Ranking service of IT world startups. Due to
the annual ranking of the most favorable countries for startup development, Ukraine is the 43rd out of 62
analyzed countries considering five features. These features are investment in human capital, research and
development (R&D), business infrastructure, technical workforce and policy dynamics.
USA

India, Great Britain

Canada, France, Indonesia, Germany, Australia,
Spain, Brazil

300

6000
1550
750

150
950

Italy, Netherlands, Israel, Singapore, Peru,
Switzerland, Nigeria, Sweden

40 000
500

Russia, China, Japan, Belgium, Egypt, Belgium,
Mexico, Colombia, Finland, Argentina, Poland

Azerbaijan, Iran, Romania, Malaysia,
Philippines, Ukraine, Norway, Kenya, Austria,
Hungary, North Korea, UAE, Sri Lanka, Ireland,
Denmark, Portugal, Chile, South Africa, Turkey
Pakistan, Estonia, New Zealand, Greece,
Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Thailand, Vietnam,
Taiwan

Figure 3: Number of registered IT startups according to countries*
Source: compiled by autor on materials [11].
Ukraine has already established itself as a country that can give the world a high-quality and necessary
product. However, today there is a tendency that all successful Ukrainian startups are only created in Ukraine. It
means that this idea is produced by Ukrainians, but they launch the project with further development, production
and workplaces abroad (Table 2).
It is shown some startups that have been recognized abroad and are now popular, but in fact, an idea and a
project prototype are created in Ukraine (Table 1). Petcube is considered to be the most famous Ukrainian
startup. The company is manufacturing gadgets for pet owners.
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Table 2: Examples of life cycle of startups that are created in Ukraine but are implemented abroad

Startups

Developer
country

Head Office

Launch
Stage (year)

Petcube
USA
2011
Passiv Dom
USA
2016
Grammarly
USA
2009
Ukraine
Kwambio
USA
2013
LaMetric
Ukraine
2013
Source: compiled by autor on materials [12-16].

Growth stage
(years)

Extension
stage (years)

Exit
Stage
(years)

2
2
1
1
1

4
4
3
2

2
2
1

The first product is a device that allows you remotely to monitor, talk and play laser games with your pet
using a mobile application. The project was funded through the Kickstarter crowdfunding platform, where a
startup raised the necessary amount of money in the first week to release the first set of gadgets. It took 2 years
to launch a successful production company, and the project expanded its product line with additional capabilities
during 4 years. Today, the company has offices in San Francisco, Kiev and Shenzhen, and it has turned into a
successful business. Passiv Dom is a technological startup that creates independent modular homes with a 3-D
printer that use only alternative energy to meet all needs. This is the first invention in the world, as customers of
this product are concentrated in the USA, so the production launch began there as well. Now, the startup is
undergoing expansion. Grammarly is a project that was founded ten years ago and is currently valued at $ 1
billion. It is an online service for checking the spelling of English texts, as well as grammatically and stylistically
changing it. Nowadays, 20 million people use the service. Kwambio is 3D printer development for printing
designer accessories. Due to market needs, the company has offices in the USA, the UK and Ukraine. LaMetric
is a smart watch designed to display information from the Internet (weather, news, exchange rates, temperatures,
etc.). On Kickstarter, the project raised the required amount of money in record time of two days. During 6 years
of the company’s existence, the production was opened in China, and watches are successfully sold in the USA
and other countries.
The life cycles of well-known startups developed by Ukrainian experts show that it is necessary to find a
suitable niche in the market with high demand for the product in order to turn startup into a profitable business.
It can be stated, based on the lifecycle of a successful startup, that investment support is required to launch
and scale up the startup production. Also, the investment support period lasts from 4 to 10 years for each startup,
then the successful startup leaves the concept of a startup category and transforms into a business.
However, as the life cycle analysis shows, the implementation of a startup at each stage is accompanied with
a number of problems, so it is advisable to consider these problems in more details.
The problems of the domestic market for the development of startup projects should be attributed to the lack
of support from potential investors and the state as well as skilled personnel (Podolchak, et. al 2019). Domestic
entrepreneurs, as potential investors, are not interested in investing in the development of new projects with
long-term profit. They find them not very profitable and even risky.
Despite the large amount of information, industry meetings, educational support measures, startup founders
continue being light-minded to attract investors. Only some founders can get external financing. This is because
founders believe in the uniqueness of their idea at the early stages and they can't properly evaluate their
company. For example, investors in Ukraine are not ready to fund startups that do not show sustainable
development and real business results. Therefore, startupers should carry out a thorough research what kind of
project it should be like to get a venture investor money.
However, there are currently several options for financing startups in Ukraine, such as venture funds,
crowdfunding, accelerators, business angels, grants. And this opportunity is most relevant for developers in order
to attract investors. The updating of the relevant programs for the startup support affirms it.
After the changes in the political and economic space of Ukraine, the attitude towards innovation has
changed too. The program of creative entrepreneurship among young people, in particular among students, has
gained popularity. This contributed to the creation of startup schools and incubators at educational institutions of
Ukraine. Such centers exist in Kiev, Odessa and Lviv according to the data in 2019. An example is Tech Startup
School at Lviv Polytechnic National University (Information portal of Lviv Polytechnic National University,
2019)
The Tech Startup School Business-Innovation Center was created to activate innovative activity at Lviv
Polytechnic National University, develop startup projects, transfer technology into business, adapt and prepare
students for entrepreneurial and business activities.
The mission of Tech StartUp School is to create a comfortable innovation environment for the production
and implementation of creative ideas and successful startups to help innovators, led by business coaches and
mentors, go from the idea of a startup to building a business model, finding investment and commercializing an
innovative project.
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The purpose of Tech StartUp School is to innovate, organize a school of entrepreneurs and innovators, as
well as provide the conditions for training coaches and mentors, creating and developing coworking at the
university, conducting competitions for innovative projects and startups, developing student innovation projects,
opening and organizing work of specialized laboratories and spaces of innovative development, organization of
crowdfunding platform.
Activity areas of the school:
― market monitoring and identification of major market trends in innovation and production area;
― conducting consumer behavior research and identifying relevant consumer needs;
― assistance in the development of market prototypes;
― conducting thematic competitions of business ideas and projects;
― development of student innovative projects;
― opening and organizing the work of specialized laboratories and spaces for innovative development;
― search for investors and sponsors for the implementation of innovative projects;
― solving current scientific and technical problems of economy;
― cooperation with enterprises, higher educational institutions, companies;
― conducting market trends analysis of innovative projects and startups;
― expert evaluation of innovative projects and startups.
During the short period of existence, Startup School has become a formative city subject, as evidenced by the
following facts (Lviv City Information Portal, 2018):
― The Lviv Development Strategy to 2027 states that Tech StartUp School is a key place for innovation
development in the city.
― The startup school became one of the top 10 organizations that changed the city in the first year of its
existence.
― Most domestic and international competitions in Ukraine are won by startupers of Startup School.
The following list of Tech StartUp School activities indicates a comprehensive support for the development
of successful startups in the domestic market. The gained knowledge is of greatest value and applicability when
they are implemented in the practice of real cases. Tech StartUp School offers these practical tools. In addition,
some experienced entrepreneurs are involved as mentors. Experience and real-life situations are best perceived
and have value for entrepreneurs.
Conclusions
The state should support the development of the startup market. The task of the country is to make this part
of the shadow economy turn to the bright side and work for the country, including the development of a new
economy, when startup is the driving force. It is necessary for the Ukrainian investor to become more public and
invest startups so as to stimulate investment, and this is possible only if the capital goes out of the shadows. In
the modern world, proof of the money origin is a major factor, as in the case with startups. Just as it is difficult
for startups to use money of questionable origin.
Despite the difficulties, there is already a positive successful experience of implementing Ukrainian startups
in both national and international investment markets. Accordingly, the startup model as an effective business
building model can be successfully used in Ukrainian practice for sustainable business projects. Thus, it can be
distinguished the following prerequisites for successful startup implementation:
― the relevance of a product to the market (substantial marketing research, search of the right target audience,
demand for the proposed product);
― purposefulness and concentration (attention to business processes and problems of the company, organization
of the whole company, startup development plan, team problem solving);
― fast business growth (growth leads to even more growth, which encourages investment in startups, increases
team and profit. The startup performance criteria should not meet the marginal growth rate after several
months of implementation. If growth does not occur within a specified time, growth will not occur at all.
Rapid early growth is a sure sign of future success);
― universatility of the startup team (the ability to change products, adapt to different conditions, introduce a
new approach to marketing, be mobile; it ensures the success of the startup).
No matter how many startups fail, the startup team can succeed following the right principles. It is impossible
to foresee everything, so it is very important to keep the team spirit, the belief in success and to be flexible and
ready for changes. Teams that follow these characteristics will be able to market their product and be successful.
Furthermore, their startup ideas will gain a niche in the market.
Startup projects lasting from 4 to 10 years are the most attractive for investors. If these terms are not
increased due to lack of funding, then the innovators need to think about the profitability and project success and
look for new ideas. At the moment, the market requires more and more new ideas and projects. And the main
task of an innovator is to assert themselves and find support as soon as possible. This opportunity can be found
at Tech StartUp School (Information portal of Lviv Polytechnic National University, 2019), which creates a
comfortable, innovative environment for producing and implementing creative ideas and successful startups.
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